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I. Introduction 

 

This paper will explore the role of the Energy Charter Treaty (ECT) in assisting the Philippines 
towards integrating into the global energy markets. Since the year 2007, the Philippines has 
enjoyed the status of “observer by invitation” to the Energy Charter Conference (ECC). 
However, following a recent decision of the ECC, the status of states as “observer by invitation”  
was abolished effective as of December 31, 20161. States which were previously observers by 
invitation to the ECC need to sign one of two political declarations, the 2015 International 
Energy Charter or the 1991 European Energy Charter, in order to retain their observer status.  
 
In 2007, the Philippines had expressed its interest in signing the European Energy Charter of 
1991. Nonetheless, for some years the signing process has not moved forward due to 
bureaucratic obstacles and, in one instance, due to the resignation of officials. This paper aims to 
show that pursuing the signing process – and in effect retaining its observer status to the ECC – 
would be beneficial to the Philippines. Furthermore, it will also be argued that acceding to the 
ECT would be very advantageous for the country.  
 
Pursuant to this, there will be four parts to this paper: 

 
First, a brief background is provided about the International Energy Charter and ECT, as well as 
the Philippines energy sector. This is followed by a short discussion on the process that would be 
undertaken legally in actually signing the International Energy Charter and acceding to the ECT.  

 
Second, there is a description of the current partners of the Philippines in International 
Investment Agreements (IIAs), including but not limited to its existing bilateral investment 
treaties (BITs) and its preferential trade and investment agreements (PTIAs), and an analysis of 
the data on the country’s Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) flows and stocks.   

 
Third, a brief comparison is drawn between investment provisions in the IIAs and in the ECT 
with a focus on certain aspects such as fair and equitable treatment, investment protection and 
security, national treatment, most favoured nation treatment, expropriation, compensation for 
losses, and state-to-state dispute settlement.  

 
Fourth, there is a discussion on the benefits of signing the International Energy Charter and 
actually becoming a signatory to the ECT.  
 
 

 

                                                           
1 CCDEC 2015 (16):  https://energycharter.org/fileadmin/DocumentsMedia/CCDECS/2015/CCDEC201516.pdf 
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II. Background  
 

A. Energy Charter Treaty and the International Energy Charter 
 

The ECT is an international binding agreement that provides a multilateral framework for global 
cooperation in the energy sector. This treaty entered into force on April 16, 1998 and is said to be 
the “only agreement of its kind that deals with inter-governmental cooperation in the energy 
sector, covering the whole energy value chain – from exploration to end-use – and all energy 
products and energy related equipment.”2 As mentioned by the Secretary General of the Energy 
Charter Secretariat (ECS), Dr. Urban Rusnák, this treaty provides an important legal and political 
basis for the creation of an open international energy market. It covers all aspects of viable 
energy activities including transit, trade, investments, energy efficiency, and dispute resolution.   

 
The Philippines is not a signatory to this treaty. In 2007, it became an “observer by invitation” to 
the ECC whereby it also expressed interest in pursuing the signing of the 1991 European Energy 
Charter (see Annex A). Due to certain reasons, the signing process has not yet come to fruition. 
In the year 2015, the International Energy Charter, which is a political declaration regarding the 
principles for international energy cooperation, was adopted and signed at the Ministerial 
Conference in The Hague. The negotiation of this text was started on the basis of the European 
Energy Charter which was adopted in 1991 in The Hague. For some – but not necessarily all – 
countries, signing the International Energy Charter is considered as a first step towards accession 
to the legally binding ECT. The Philippines has adopted the International Energy Charter, 
through the presence of its official representatives at the Hague Ministerial Conference, but as 
yet has not signed it.  

 
It is important to note that the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN), of which the 
Philippines is a member, is an observer to the Energy Charter Conference (ECC) since January 
2004, but the Philippines’s status of “observer by invitation” expired on December 31, 2016. 
Were the Philippines to sign the International Energy Charter or the 1991 European Energy 
Charter, it would then reinstate its observer status.  
 

B. Philippine Treaty Law and Practice3 
 
Under Philippine law, there are two different procedures to be undertaken in ratifying and 
signing an international agreement. The international agreement should first be classified either 
as (1) a treaty or (2) an executive agreement.  If it is a treaty, presidential ratification and 
endorsement of the Senate are needed. On the other hand, an executive agreement only needs 

                                                           
2 See (i) Conclusions of the 2014 Review under the ECT (CCDEC2014 06) and (ii) the recent Tokyo Declaration 

(CCDEC2016 31). 
3 J. Eduardo Malaya and Maria Antonina Mendoza-Oblena, Philippine Treaty Law and Practice, Integrated Bar of the 

Philippines Journal Vol. 35, No. 1, August 2010, pp. 1-17. 
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presidential ratification in order to enter into force. The Philippines’ Department of Foreign 
Affairs (DFA) determines whether an international agreement is an executive agreement or 
treaty.4 There is jurisprudence which emphasizes the distinction between the two. According to 
the cases of USAFFE Veterans v. Treasurer of the Philippines, et al. (1959) and Commissioner 
of Customs vs. Eastern Sea Trading (1961): 

 
“International agreements involving political issues or changes of national policy and those 
involving international arrangements of a permanent character usually take the form of 
treaties. But international agreements embodying adjustments of detail carrying out well-
established national policies and traditions and those involving arrangements of a more or 
less temporary nature usually take the form of executive agreements.” 

 
The negotiation of treaties and executive agreements are to be done only with the participation of 
the DFA. Before negotiating an international agreement, authorization from the President must 
be secured first by the lead government department or agency, which in the case of energy issues 
would be the Department of Energy (DOE), through the Secretary of Foreign Affairs. In the case 
of a treaty, the authorization has to be in the form of Full Powers and formal instructions, which 
is defined in the Executive Order cited previously as “the authority granted by a head of State or 
Government to a delegation head enabling the latter to bind his country to the commitments 
made in the negotiations to be pursued.” In the case of executive agreements, just a written 
authorization of the President is enough. 
 
The written authorization is not required prior to the authorization or signing of an international 
agreement by 1) the Secretary of Foreign Affairs; 2) Heads of Philippine diplomatic missions, 
for the purpose of adopting the text of an agreement between the Philippines and the state to 
which they are accredited; and 3) the Representatives accredited by the Philippines to an 
international conference or to an international organization or one of its organs, such as the 
Philippine Permanent Representative to the UN or the ASEAN, for the purpose of adopting the 
text of the treaty in the conference, organization, or organ.  
 
The International Energy Charter, could be treated as an executive agreement. This means that 
for presidential approval the DFA will transmit to the Office of Legal Affairs (OLA) the certified 
true copy of the agreement accompanied by two documents:  

 
“1) certificates of concurrence of agencies that participated in the inter-agency 
consultations and the negotiations; and  
2) a summary of the benefits that will accrue to the Philippines once the agreement enters 
into force.”5 

 
                                                           
4  Executive Order No. 459, series of 1997 Section 9 
5 Supra note 2. 
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OLA prepares the draft memorandum for the President, with the signature of the Secretary of 
Foreign Affairs, recommending the ratification of the signed agreement. In the case of accession 
to the ECT, the procedure would be the same except for an additional step, since there would be 
a need for the endorsement of the Senate. The additional step required would be a draft letter-
endorsement from the President to be transmitted to the Senate President which would be 
enclosed with the agreement. The Senate would have three readings on this at the end of which 
the treaty would be submitted to a final vote of Yes or No, and two-thirds vote of the Senate 
would be required for approval.6 

 
C. Philippine Energy Sector  

 
One of the four investment areas being prioritized by the Philippines is renewable energy (RE).7 
According to the former Secretary of the Department of Foreign Affairs, Jose Almendras (2016), 
the country has a roadmap to increase its renewable energy-based capacity three-fold by the year 
2030. To be more specific, the Government of the Philippines was aiming to have 90% 
electrification of households in the country by 2017 to be sourced from RE.8 Currently, one third 
of installed generating capacity comes from RE sources. Only 26.3 percent, however, of the total 
electricity produced came from RE sources in the year 2015. 

 
The Philippines Energy Plan’s aim is to generate a third of its electricity each from natural gas, 
coal, and renewables between 2016 and 2040.  As of now, the Philippines is heavily dependent 
on coal for power generation. Around 42.5% of electricity comes from coal. Investments in 
power generation from clean fuels such as gas and renewables have lagged since power from 
coal is cheaper and infrastructure easier to build to meet growing electricity demand.  

i. Renewable Energy Capacity  

a. Hydropower 
 

Hydroelectric power is the most attractive renewable energy investment in the Philippines.  
According to Department of Energy (DOE) data, hydropower will contribute the largest amount 
of renewable energy in the country.  

                                                           
6 Id. 
7 Philippine Board of Investments, an agency responsible for the promotion of investments in the country. 
8 Dir. Jesus T. Tamang, Philippine Energy Sector Plans and Programs 2013-2030, Department of Energy, National 

Government-Local Government Joint Energy Forum September 6, 2013. 
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Additionally, a significant potential source of power generation in the region is run-of-river 
hydroelectric power plants, where players with expertise in hydrology and water flow volumes 
can build projects of sizeable generating capacity.9 

b. Geothermal 
 

The Philippines ranks as the world’s second largest producer of geothermal energy for power 
generation. Around 27% of the nation’s electric power supply comes from geothermal energy. 
The geothermal business is wholly privately owned by a company called Red Vulcan. At the 
World Geothermal Congress 2000 held in Japan, the Philippines was also described as the largest 
consumer of geothermal energy.10 It was at the same event that the potential role of geothermal 
energy in meeting the energy needs of developing countries was highlighted. 11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
9 Tirso G Santillan Jr., CEO, Alsons Consolidated Resources, Interview 
10 Robert Castellano, Alternative Energy Technologies: Opportunities and Markets, p. 106. 
11 Id. 
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c. Biomass 
 

The total biomass potential in the Philippines is 4,400 MW and, currently, the installed biogas 
capacity in the country is only 11 MW with another 50 MW in the pipeline. The CEO of EnTech, 
a biogas company, has said that the biogas industry is a lucrative one in the Philippines. Another 
company which is Filipino-owned, Cleangreen Energy Corporation (CEC), is also tapping the 
potential of biogas in the country. Compared to other Asian countries, the Philippines is currently 
ranked 10th in the renewable energy power capacity scale with China, India, Japan, and Thailand 
leading. 

In terms of biomass, it would be viable only in areas where feedstock sources are concentrated, 
for instance in Bukidnon, where sugar mills exist. Unless there is enough feedstock to support a 
biomass project in Mindanao – with sugarcane tops in the area being largely used for livestock – 
biomass would not be entirely viable for the area. 

 

d. Solar 
 

The Philippines is a rapidly emerging solar power market in South-East Asia and two large solar 
power projects were commissioned recently. One of the projects is the largest in the Philippines 
and South-East Asia as well as the seventh largest solar power project in the world. Of the two 
projects, one was commissioned by a company based in Germany while the other, owned by a 
Filipino, was developed by a Singapore-based company.  
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Regarding potential, Mindanao, especially Sarangani, offers the best site as it has the most hours 
of sunshine in the archipelago. Although there are some prospective solar projects in Mindanao, 
it still relies on feed-in-tariffs to make them viable.  

 
e. Wind 

 
The Philippines has overtaken all other members of ASEAN in terms of installed wind energy 
capacity. The Renewable Energy Management Bureau has identified at least 44 potential sites for 
setting up wind turbines, which can significantly enhance wind energy capacity. 
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ii. Renewable Energy Technologies 

a. Technology 
As can be seen in the chart below, the distribution of renewable energy technology favours the 
hydropower sector.   

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

III. International Investment Treaties and FDI Flows and Stocks 

A. Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) 
 

The Philippines currently has Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) with 37 countries and seven 
FTAs, all of which include an investment protection chapter. These include deals with Australia, 
Canada, China, Japan, Malaysia, South Korea and 12 BITs with EU member states (Austria, 
Belgium, Luxembourg, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, 
and the UK). Majority of the BITs were enforced and signed in the 1990s (see Annex C). 

Of the 37 countries that the Philippines has BITs with, 19 are members of the ECT and 11 are 
observers. Presently, the ECT has 55 signatory countries. Thus, it is clear that the Philippines has 
not yet drawn up BITs with even half of the ECT members. The Philippines has a BIT with 
Sweden, but it is still not in force. 

 
In relation to the International Energy Charter, 24 out of 72 signatories, or exactly one-third of 
the signatories, have BITs with the Philippines. It is important to note that the Philippines has 
only adopted the International Energy Charter and not signed it. Providing more detail, the table 
below shows the list of ECT members that the Philippines has not yet entered into BITs with. 
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ECT Members that do not have BITs with Philippines 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*  Underlined are EU and Japan, both of which do not have BITs with the Philippines but have a treaty with the latter which 
contains investment provisions. This is discussed further in the next section. 

 

By acceding to the ECT, the Philippines would automatically be covered by provisions on 
investment such as, but not limited to, those on protection and promotion of foreign investments, 
those that ensure a reliable cross-border energy transit transportation, and those on resolution of 
disputes between investors and host Contracting Party (including disputes with the European 
Union itself). There would then be no need for the costly and time-consuming negotiations for 
each and every country listed previously, since acceding to the ECT would automatically grant 
investment protections to these countries. When this happens, investment opportunities would 
open up for Filipino investors in these countries and vice versa. These points will be discussed in 
more detail in the next part of this paper.  
 
It must be noted that six of the ECT members that the Philippines does not have a BIT with are 
also not WTO members. These are Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan (see Annex D). This means that they would not be covered by 
certain forms of protection found in any of the mentioned agreements, which makes it a little 
daunting for the Philippines to invest in these countries as concepts like the most favoured nation 
treatment and national treatment would not apply. However, by being part of the ECT, most of 
the rules of the WTO (and a similar dispute resolution mechanism for trade disputes) are 
incorporated with respect to trade in goods in the energy sector thereby automatically providing 
protection for Filipino investments. 
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B. Treaties with Investment Provisions (TIPs) 
 

Aside from BITs, the Philippines is part of 15 other International Investment Agreements (IIAs) 
(see Annex E for full list of IIAs). Currently in negotiation is the Regional Comprehensive 
Economic Partnership (RCEP) that involves ASEAN, Australia, China, India, Japan, Republic of 
Korea, and New Zealand. Additionally, around 13 of these IIAs are negotiated as part of the 
ASEAN. It is relevant to point out that none of the 10 members of ASEAN are members of ECT 
and only Indonesia and Cambodia are observers.  

The EU and the Philippines12 
 
Referring to the data under BITs, it can be seen that although no BITs exist between the 
Philippines and EU, there exists a treaty between the two that contains a provision which 
generally mentions investment, namely the ASEAN-EU Cooperation Agreement. The agreement 
includes a most favoured nation provision and an article dedicated to economic cooperation 
which states the objective of encouraging close economic links through mutually beneficial 
investment and improving the existing favourable investment climate within EU and ASEAN. It 
does not, however, contain any of the specific investment protection provisions. These 
provisions are left to specific BITs negotiated by the Philippines or ASEAN with each of the EU 
members. Presently, there are 13 EU members in the ECT that the Philippines and ASEAN have 
not yet negotiated with.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

                                                           
12  The EU-Philippine FTA is being negotiated as of now. The first negotiating round was held in Brussels from May 

23 to 27, 2016  
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ECT Members that have no BITs with Philippines 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* EU Members are highlighted in green 

 

C. Investment Related Instruments (IRIs) 
 

The Philippines is a part of 22 other Investment Related Instruments (IRIs), including GATS, 
TRIPS, TRIMS, ICSID Convention, MIGA Convention, Pacific Basin Investment Charter, 
APEC Non-Binding Investment Principles, and World Bank Investment Guidelines (see Annex F 
for the complete list of IRIs). 

 

D. Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) 
 

In this section, a brief study will be made of the FDI flows and stocks inwards and outwards the 
Philippines to determine the countries with which it has investment relations. The latest FDI 
flows and stocks data available for the Philippines is from the year 2012 and for this analysis, the 
data for that year will be used (see Annex G for an overview of FDI inflows and stocks and 
Annex H & I for the detailed data information). 
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As discussed by UNCTAD13, in order to interpret the data shown in the annex, the data of the 
FDI flows are on a net basis. This means it shows capital transactions’ credits less debits 
between direct investors and their foreign affiliates. Those recorded as credits in the balance of 
payments are net increases in liabilities (FDI inward) or net decreases in assets (FDI outward). 
On the other hand, net decreases in liabilities or net increases in assets are recorded as debits. 
Those with negative flows shows instances of reverse investment or disinvestment, which  
indicates that at least one component of FDI – either equity capital, reinvested earnings or intra-
company loans – is negative and not offset by positive remaining components. 

i. FDI Flows 

Inbound FDI Flows  

In the year 2012, the Philippines had a net increase in liabilities of 2,797 million USD. Around 
1,464 million USD came from unspecified sources and 1,351 million USD came from developed 
economies. 60% of this was sourced from the United States ($790 million), a country that has 
been investing in the Philippines year after year. Aside from the US, other countries that 
contributed to most of the 2012 inflow of investment were Netherlands ($126 million), Australia 
($242 million), and Japan ($115 million).  

There was a negative flow of FDI from Asia by 48 million USD. Most of this was in relation to 
countries in South-East Asia, Malaysia and Singapore, reducing 75 million USD which was 
offset by some additional investment from East Asia ($24 million) and Latin America and the 
Caribbean ($36 million). The reason for this, although inconclusive, could be “macroeconomic 
fragility or political uncertainty for investor, which could be related to the Eurozone crisis, the 
US fiscal cliff and changes of government in a number of major economies in that same year.”14 

Outbound FDI Flows 

Most of the outbound FDI flow from Philippines was to Pakistan with 93 million USD. Other 
significant outbound FDI flows were to Belgium ($13 million), France ($39 million), India ($27 
million), Luxembourg ($15 million), Thailand ($15 million), and Vietnam ($11 million). 
Although the outbound flow to China was negligible in the year 2012, this country received the 
most investment from the Philippines which recorded it as a decrease in asset during 2001- 2011 
with more than 100 million USD  annually. 

                                                           
13 UNCTAD. Fdi Flows. Accessible at: 

http://unctad.org/en/Pages/DIAE/Investment%20and%20Enterprise/FDI_Flows.aspx 
14 UNCTAD, Global FDI Recovery Derails No. 11, Global Investment Trends Monitor, 23 January 2013, available 

at: http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/webdiaeia2013d1_en.pdf. 
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ii. FDI Stocks15 

Inbound FDI Stocks  

In the year 2012, the total volume of total global FDI stocks invested into the Philippines totaled 
25,851 million USD. This consisted of 16,889 million USD from developed economies, 5,169 
million USD from developing economies, and 3,793 million USD from an unspecified source. 
Among the developed economies, the countries that had a majority of the FDI stocks in the 
Philippines were the United States ($7,646 million), Japan ($6,444 million), United Kingdom 
($1,418 million), Australia ($422 million),  France ($310 million), and Denmark ($197 million). 
Others with significant FDI stocks were Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, 
Spain, Sweden, Liechtenstein, Norway, Canada, and Bermuda. 

On the other hand, from the developing economies, the majority of overall additional FDI stocks 
came from Asia with 4,430 million USD and the Caribbean with 639 million USD. The countries 
in Asia with the most contribution included Hong Kong ($1,935 million), Singapore ($1,228 
million), Korea ($364 million), China ($301 million), and Taiwan ($286 million). Among other 
countries were Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, India, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, United Arab 
Emirates, Panama, and Nauru. 

Outbound FDI Stocks 

The total FDI stock abroad invested in by the Philippines for the year 2012 was 2,470 million 
USD. About 95% of the total stocks is found in developing economies. The majority of the 
stocks invested are in East Asia (726 million USD) and the Caribbean (1,986 million USD). 
However, there was a significant decrease of stocks from Philippines in South East Asia (377 
million USD).   

iii. Analysis of FDI Stocks and Flows 
 

Some FDI stocks in the Philippines are held by certain ECT members such as Cyprus, Ireland, 
Norway, EU, and Japan. These countries do not have BITs with the Philippines. However, in the 
case of EU and Japan, there exists a treaty with investment provisions.     
 

E. Investment Treaty Provisions in ECT and Philippine BITs  
 

When the ECT was being negotiated back in the 1990s, the negotiating delegations did not stray 
too far from the norms and practices of existing international rules for trade and investment of 
the times. The difference with other BITs and agreements containing investment provisions is 

                                                           
15 See Annex I. Also see, UNCTAD, FDI stocks, accessible at: 

http://unctad.org/Sections/dite_fdistat/docs/webdiaeia2014d3_PHL.pdf 
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that this treaty specially caters to the energy sector. It covers all important investment issues 
regarding the energy sector and provides high standards of investment protection. At the same 
time, the treaty also covers trade and transit issues, a related area to investment.  

 
Discussed below are specific investment provisions of the ECT which the Philippines may 
benefit from. 

i. ECT Investment Provisions 

a. Definition of Investment 
The ECT contains a broad, non-exhaustive, asset-based definition of an investment. Similarly, 
Philippine BITs also use the asset-based approach in defining what investment is.  However, 
aside from this, the treaty links the definition of investment to additional definitions concerning 
the energy sector. It includes definitions of economic activity in the energy sector and of energy 
materials and energy products. Combining these three definitions, the scope of the ECT can be 
described as follows: Investment Associated with Economic Activity in the Energy Sector 
covering certain Energy Materials and Products.  

 

b. Fair and Equitable Treatment 
The Energy Charter includes the following provision: “Encourage and create stable, equitable, 
favourable and transparent conditions for investors to make investments. Such conditions include 
a commitment to accord at all times to investments of investors of other Contracting Parties 
(CPs) fair and equitable treatment. Investments shall enjoy the most constant protection and 
security. In no case shall such investment be accorded treatment less than that required by 
international law, including treaty obligations”. This helps to ensure that there is at least a 
minimum level of protection, derived from fairness and equity, for the investor concerned16. 

 

c. Principle of Non-Discrimination 
Article 10(7) of the treaty obliges Contracting Parties (CPs) to the ECT to accord to investments 
of investors of other CPs, and to their related activities including management, maintenance, use, 
enjoyment or disposal, treatment at least as favourable as that they accord to the investments of 
their own investors or of investors of other countries, i.e., national treatment or most favoured 
nation treatment.  

CPs would not be allowed to lodge individual exceptions to the principle of non-discrimination 
for established investments. However, there are three general cases where this principle does not 
apply or where the precise manner of its application needs further clarification.   
                                                           
16 UNCTAD (ed.), Fair and Equitable Treatment, UNCTAD Series on Issues in International Investment 

Agreements, 1999, 1 et seq.,16. 
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The legally binding obligation to grant non-discriminatory treatment applies only once an 
investment has been made (so called “post-establishment phase”). However, there is a non-
legally binding best efforts clause for CPs to grant foreign investors non-discriminatory 
treatment concerning the making of their investments. And that CPs shall endeavor not to 
introduce new restrictions for foreign investors concerning the making of an investment 
(standstill) and to progressively reduce remaining restrictions (rollback).  

Furthermore, Article 10(6) allows CPs to make at any time a legally binding voluntary 
commitment to grant foreign investors non-discriminatory treatment with regard to the making of 
an investment (so called “pre-establishment phase”). It provides for negotiations on the extension 
of the non-discrimination principle to the pre-establishment phase. The application of the 
principle of non-discrimination to the pre-establishment phase is of particular importance in the 
energy sector where often a license or concession is required before investors can start their 
operations.  

 

d. Expropriation  
A core element of investment agreements is that of protection of foreign investors in case of 
expropriation. In Article 13 of the ECT, conditions on when investments can be expropriated are 
laid down. It spells out that such action needs to be in public interest, non-discriminatory, carried 
out under due process of law, and accompanied by prompt, adequate, and effective 
compensation. Similar to Philippine BITs, the compensation has to be the fair market value of 
the investment at the time immediately before the expropriation or before the expropriation 
became known in a way that would affect the value of the investment.  

 

e. Compensation for losses 
This provision provides that in the event of war or armed conflicts, national emergency or other 
similar event in the area of one of the parties to the Treaty because of which the foreign investors 
suffered a loss in the investment made in that same area, the host government should accord the 
foreign investors the most favourable restitution, indemnification, compensation, or other 
settlement that it provides to any investor.  

 

f. Full Protection and Security Provision 

There is a treaty on full protection and security which implies a state’s guarantee of stability in a 
secure environment. The host state is under obligation to take active measures to protect the 
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investment from adverse effects which may stem from private parties, or the host state and its 
organs. This provides guaranteed legal security to investors to pursue their rights.17 

g. Umbrella Clause Provision  

The ECT in the final sentence of Article 10(1) requires that: “Each Contracting Party shall 
observe any obligations it has entered into with an Investor or an Investment of an Investor of 
any other Contracting Party.”. This is however accompanied by a derogation provision included 
in the Annex IA. This provision allows the CPs to opt out of the final sentence of Article 10(1) 
by not permitting their investors to submit a dispute concerning this provision to international 
arbitration. 18 Four countries have chosen to apply this derogation: Australia, Canada, Hungary, 
and Norway (though only Hungary and Norway signed the ECT).19 

ii. Philippine BIT Analysis20 
 
The Philippines does not have a BIT model framework; however, this section aims to analyse 
each BIT that the country has entered into by taking into consideration certain important 
provisions. Out of the 31 BITs of the Philippines, the analysis would be limited to the 12 reached 
with ECT members to see if the ECT would be able to contribute or provide benefits to the 
Philippines if ever the latter accedes to it. The other seven BITs with ECT members have not 
been mapped yet by the UNCTAD. 

 

Out of the 12 BITs with ECT members, it can be seen that some do not contain the necessary 
provisions in investment protection that the ECT provides. There is no national treatment 
provision found in the BITs with Australia, BLEU, Romania, and Spain. This means that there is 
no guarantee that the investments by foreign investors from these areas, for example, would be 
treated similarly to investments made by those within the country. Similarly, there is no full 
                                                           
17 Schreuer, Full Protection and Security, Journal of International Dispute Settlement, (2010), p. 1 
18 OECD, International Investment Law: Understanding Concepts and Tracking Innovations, p. 104  
19 Id. 
20 http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA/mappedContent#iiaInnerMenu 
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protection and security provision found in the Australia, BLEU, Germany and Spain BITs; nor 
are there any umbrella clause provisions in the BITS with Australia, Czech Republic, Germany, 
Romania, Spain, Sweden and Turkey.  

IV. Benefits and Opportunities of ECT to the Philippines 
 

A. Observer by Invitation Status to ECC 
 

Since 2007, the Philippines has enjoyed that status of “Observer by Invitation” to the ECC. 
Manila has not signed any of the ECC’s founding documents – the European Energy Charter and 
International Energy Charter political declarations of 1991 and 2015 respectively – which would 
have reinforced its observer status in writing. The Philippines would then have sent a stronger 
political message that it shares the values and principles contained in these declarations, as has 
been achieved by their numerous signatory countries.  

 
However, in a relatively recent ECC decision dating to 2015, the Conference confirmed that the 
status of states as “Observer by Invitation” would be abolished by December 31, 2016 . In order 
for Observes by Invitation to maintain their observer status, countries would need to sign at least 
one of the International Energy Charter or European Energy Charter. The benefits the Philippines 
would gain from being an observer to ECC would be three-fold: first, it would be allowed to 
attend meetings of the ECC and its subsidiaries without the right to vote; second, it would have 
access to official documents of the ECC and its subsidiary bodies; and third, provided funds are 
available, it may benefit from activities of the Secretariat like Energy Charter Forums, Executive 
Training Programmes, Energy Efficiency Reviews, or Reports on Investment Climate and 
Market Structure (ICMS). 21   

 
B. Acceding to ECT 

 
Going further, there are more benefits to be gained if the Philippines were to accede to the ECT.  
 

i. Instantaneous Investment Protection 
 
One benefit which has already been discussed in the second part of the paper is that by acceding 
to the ECT, the Philippines would automatically be covered by provisions on investment such as 
but not limited to: those on protection and promotion of foreign investments, those that ensure a 

                                                           
21 Observer-ship with the Energy Charter Conference will thus offer an effective instrument to follow-up on the 

areas of cooperation listed in the International Energy Charter. It brings together economically and technologically 
advanced economies with emerging, transition and developing countries, among them energy producing, 
consuming and transit countries. It will be qualitatively distinct from the observership that some states have 
enjoyed so far. 
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reliable cross-border energy transit transportation, and those on resolution of dispute between 
investors and host states.  

 
The Philippines would receive instantaneous investment protection from the remaining 34 ECT 
countries they currently do not have treaties with. There would be no need to negotiate each and 
every treaty for each of these countries, which would automatically save time and costs. This is 
especially so in the case of countries such as Norway and Greece where both have interest in 
furthering bilateral cooperation regarding the energy sector.  

 
Additionally, it would get certain investment and trade protection from ECT partners that are not 
members of the WTO yet. These are Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. Concepts such as the most favoured nation treatment and 
national treatment would apply to them because of the ECT. By being part of the ECT, many of 
the rules of the WTO would be incorporated with respect to trade in goods in the energy sector 
thereby automatically providing protection for Filipino investments. 

 
ii. No Need for Negotiation 

 
Having automatic application of investment protection provisions and presence of a dispute 
settlement procedure would encourage investors from the 34 countries to invest more in the 
Philippines and could give Filipino investors new investment prospects in these countries. At the 
same time, investment opportunities for investors from these 34 countries in the Philippines 
could also rise. Discussed below are some countries that have FDI stocks in the Philippines but 
with which the latter does not have a BIT and some countries that Philippines has not had 
investment relations with but may have opportunities to invest in.  
 

Norway22 
 
Norwegian companies are showing an increasing interest in the Philippines. Notably, 
investments in industrial enterprises have grown in recent years and shown good profit margins. 
The energy sector shows promise, with the Philippines having significant potential for the 
development of hydropower plants and possibly large amounts of untapped natural gas and oil 
resources. Norway as an energy-rich nation has decades of competence and experience in 
utilizing and managing such resources. 

                                                           
22 Norway Official Site in the Philippines, Bilateral Relations, available at: http://www.norway.ph/news/Bilateral-

relations/ 
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Greece23 
 
Political relations between Greece and the Philippines are excellent. This fact is reflected in the 
cooperation within the framework of international organisations, where there is a tradition of 
mutual support for candidacies. Both sides have expressed interest in the further promotion of 
the whole range of bilateral cooperation, with emphasis being placed on the sectors of shipping, 
tourism, energy, and construction, which have the greatest potential. 
 

Liechtenstein24 
 
Because of liberal tax regulations, Liechtenstein has become a favourite home for companies. In 
2015, Philippine Ambassador Joselito Jimeno conveyed to the Liechtenstein Foreign Minister 
Aurelia Frick the hope that there would be more investments from Liechtenstein into the 
Philippines. Also mentioned were the possibility of cooperation, even on a company-to-company 
level, in renewable energy and waste recycling for energy. In 2015, Liechtenstein was ranked 
number one in solar energy.  

Slovakia25  
 
In 2015, Slovak Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister, Miroslav Lajčák, met with the 
Philippine Foreign Affairs Secretary, Albert del Rosario, to discuss ways to boost bilateral ties 
between the two countries. The discussion focused on further strengthening ties in key areas of 
cooperation such as agriculture, trade and investments, education and culture, defense, and 
energy. A Joint Plan of Action was signed during the meeting and, within this framework, the 
Philippines and the Slovak Republic also committed to enhance trade and investment 
cooperation and collaboration in renewable energy.  

 
In that same year, one of the energy corporations in the Philippines, First Gen Corp., got a 
contract with a Slovakian corporation, Istroenergo Group a.s. (IEG), to construct and 
commission a natural gas-fired power plant in the Philippines. Due to some issues, however, this 
was terminated.26  

                                                           
23  Hellenic Republic Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Greece Bilateral Relations with Philippines, available at: 

http://www.mfa.gr/en/blog/greece-bilateral-relations/philippines/. 
24 Republic of the Philippines, Philippine Ambassador Presents His Credentials in Liechstenstein, Embassy of the 

Philippines to Berne, Switzerland, available at: http://www.bernepe.dfa.gov.ph/. 
25  Official Gazette, Philippines Strengthens Ties with Slovak Republic, February 24, 2015, available at: 

http://www.gov.ph/2015/02/24/philippines-strengthen-ties-with-slovak-republic/. 
26  PhilStar Global, Delay Prompts First Gen to Scrap Avion Contract, March 16, 2016, available at: 

http://www.philstar.com/business/2016/03/16/1563246/delay-prompts-first-gen-scrap-avion-contract. 
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Croatia27 
 
In the year 2009, power equipment maker Koncar Elektroindustrija from Croatia signed a deal 
with SN Aboitiz Power Benguet, a joint venture between SN Power Invest of Norway and 
Aboitiz Equity Venture of Philippines, for the upgrading of a hydropower plant in the 
Philippines.  

 

Afghanistan 
 
In the 2015 Investment Climate Statement, the government of Afghanistan publicly spoke of the 
need to attract investment to the country. Afghanistan is not a member of the WTO, so it does 
not observe the Trade-Related Investment Measures (TRIMs) Agreement. However, as it is a 
part of the ECT, investors and investments in the country will still be protected.  

 

Azerbaijan 
 
The flows of FDI to the Republic of Azerbaijan have been rising steadily in recent years and are 
mainly directed to the energy sector. In 2014, FDI flows reached USD 8 billion, and over 84% of 
these investments were intended for the oil and gas sector. FDI stocks relative to GDP are also 
increasing and in 2009 exceeded the 20% threshold. There is high freedom of establishment with 
regard to the energy sector. 
 

iii. ECT’s Added Value Compared to BITs 
 

The ECT investment provisions were built upon the content of BITs as they developed through 
the years.28 However, it far exceeds what the BITs actually contain, as it is more comprehensive 
and has more added value compared to normal BITs. Here are four added values: 29 
 

x It is the first multilateral agreement on the promotion and protection of investment, 
which covers all important investment issues and provides high standards of 
protection; 

                                                           
27 See News, Croatia’s Koncar Group Power Equipment Unit Signs $12 Mln Deal in Philippines, September 10, 

2009, available at:  http://renewables.seenews.com/news/croatias-koncar-group-power-equipment-unit-signs-12-
mln-deal-in-philippines-249288#. 

28 Energy Charter Secretariat, The Energy Charter Treaty: A Reader’s Guide. 
29  “ECT is associated with a scale far exceeding a BIT: a wide range of identical rules for more than fifty countries, 

broadly defined term of investment and a huge range of possible judicial and extra-judicial settlement of 
disputes. With regards to high level of protection that can be compared with modern BIT, the ECT offers a 
higher level of legal certainty. The ECT arbitration judgments are not based on similarity but based on the same 
legal text”, Energy Charter Secretariat Knowledge Center, Potential Impact of ECT on FDI Promotion and 
Protection. 
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x It reflects the close inter-relationship between investment, trade, and transit in the 
energy sector by covering not only investment issues per se, but also related areas, 
such as trade and transit; 

x It establishes a permanent discussion forum between members on all energy related 
aspects of foreign investment; 

x It provides for the future establishment of the principle of non-discrimination with 
regard to the making of investment in a legally binding manner.  

 
iv. Increased Attractiveness  

 
The Philippines has the highest ranking in the FDI regulatory restrictiveness index together with 
China. By acceding to the ECT, it gives investors more guarantees and protection. This makes 
the country more attractive to investors. It should be noted that the Philippines will still retain its 
sovereignty in deciding regulations, and acceding to the ECT will not force the country to open 
its markets.   

 

 
Source: OECD 

v. Attaining Knowledge-Based Capital and New Technologies 
 

The Philippines has a lot of potential in renewable energy but it would require a lot of funding 
and investments to obtain the relevant technologies. Acceding to the ECT will open up the 
market not only to investments but also to the transfer of know-how and new technologies 
needed in the energy sector. Know-how on efficient energy production and minimizing 
environmental impacts will be more readily available.  
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vi. Investment Opportunities for Local Philippine Companies 

a. Entering the Distributed Renewable Energy Industry 
The Philippines and its corporations can make profits by making renewable energy investments 
in other countries.30 Solar City, for example, profited by investing in solar panels and focusing 
only on states that offer government incentives. Although it targeted a relatively small market, it 
has seen huge profits and its shares are up more than 200% since the initial market launch. 
Another company UGE invested in telecom towers in developing countries where users are in 
need of cheaper and more secure energy.  

However, more recently, even corporations outside the energy sector have started to invest in 
renewable energies. Big corporations such as Google have been making renewable energy 
investments in countries like Kenya, where they have invested in a wind power project, South 
Africa where they have focused on solar power, and states in the USA where they have invested 
in wind energy.  Besides Google, the likes of Amazon, Apple, and Cisco have been doing the 
same. 

  

 

Globally, there is an estimated 1.2 billion people without access to electricity, with the majority 
of this global population segment living in sub-Saharan Africa and the developing countries of 
Asia.31 As can be seen in the figure below, there is huge potential for solar energy in these 
countries.32 “Fragmented nature of some of the developing countries means that it will always be 
a big task to build and maintain a large-scale electricity grid powered by fossil fuels. This would 
require good governance, not typical to countries with constant conflicts. Hence, local power 
generation, typical for renewable energy plants, is far more favorable in these situations.”33   

 
                                                           
30 Tomi Nuorala, Renewable Energy as An Investment – Is it Profitable? available at: 

http://www.huntingvalue.com/renewable-energy-profitability/ 
31 Id.  
32 Id.  
33 Id.  
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V. Conclusion 
 

It is clear that many opportunities could open up for the Philippines by acceding to the Energy 
Charter Treaty. To begin with, by signing the International Energy Charter, the country can 
become an observer to this international energy security organization and gain numerous benefits 
that have been detailed in this paper. Observer-ship to the Energy Charter Conference does not 
have any legal or financial obligation. Additionally, there also is an option to accede to the ECT 
in the future, although this is by no means an obligation when the country signs the International 
Energy Charter.  

Rather, accession to the Treaty following International Energy Charter signature is an open 
prospect which remains available for the given country whenever it is ready to do so. Here, the 
Philippines can also gain numerous advantages which would benefit the investment arena  in 
terms of attracting new investors from new country partners, gaining more investors from current 
country partners, or attaining access to a bigger market which investors from the Philippines will 
be able to target. All in all, it is clearly evident that signing the International Energy Charter, and 
possibly acceding to the ECT, would greatly profit the Philippines as a long run, strategic policy 
choice for the country. 



 

 
 

 
 

ANNEX A: Approval of the Request to Become Signatory 

 



 

 
 

 
 

ANNEX B: List of Corporations in Renewable Energy 
Island 
Group Resource Project Name Project Proponent 

Luzon 

Hydropower 

Kapangan Cordillera Hydro Electric Power Corporation 

Bulanao DPJ Engineers and Consultants 

Prismc PNOC-Renewables Corporation 

Magat A Isabela Electric Cooperative, Inc. 

Magat B Isabela Electric Cooperative, Inc. 

Tubao Tubao Mini-Hydro Electric Corporation 

Catuiran* Sta. Clara Power Corporation 

Inabasan* Ormin Power, Inc. 

Solar 

San Rafael Solar Power Plant SPARC Solar Powered AgriRural Communities Corporation 

Morong Solar Power Plant SPARC Solar Powered AgriRural Communities Corporation 

Cabanatuan Solar Power Project First Cabanatuan Renewable Ventures, Inc. 

Palauig Solar Power Plant SPARC Solar Powered AgriRural Communities Corporation 

Currimao Solar Photovoltaic Power Project Mirae Asia Energy Corporation 

Macabud Solar Photovoltaic Power Project ATN Philippines Solar Energy Group, Inc. 

Sta. Rita Solar Power Project Jobin-Sqm Inc. 

YH Green YH Green 

Tarlac Solar Power Project PetroSolar Corporation 

Calatagan Solar Power Project Phase I Solar Philippines Calatagan Corporation 
 

Geothermal Bacman 3 (Tanawon) Geothermal Project Energy Development Corporation 



 

 
 

 
 

Maibarara 2 Geothermal Project Maibarara Geothermal Inc. 

Biomass 

2 MW ACNPC WTE Biomass Power Plant 
Project Asian Carbon Neutral Power Corporation 

12 MW Biomass Power Plant Project Green Innovations for Tomorrow Corporation 

5 MW Bicol Biomass Energy Corporation Bicol Biomass Energy Corporation 

8.8 MW Biogas Power Plant Project AseaGas Corporation 

24 MW SJCiPower Rice Husk-Fired Biomass 
Power Plant Project (Phase 1 - 12MW Phase 2 - 
12 MW) 

San Jose City I Power Corporation 

70 kW Biomass Gasification Power Plant Project PowerSource Philippines, Inc. 

Visayas 

Geothermal Biliran Geothermal Plant Project Biliran Geothermal Incorporated 

Hydropower 

Villasiga HEP Sunwest Water & Electric Co., Inc. 

Igbulo (Bais) Hydroelectric Power Project Century Peak Energy Corporation 

Cantakoy Quadriver Energy Corporation 

Amlan HEPP Natural Power Sources Integration, Inc. 

Solar 

Miag-ao Solar Power Project COSMO Solar Energy, Inc. 

La Carlota Solar Power Project Phase A 
(SACASOL II-A) San Carlos Solar Energy Inc. 

Cadiz Solar Power Project Phil. Power Exploration & Development Corporation 

Wind Nabas Wind Power Project Phase I-34 Phase II-16 PetroWind Energy Corporation 

Biomass 

12 MW Multi-Feedstock Biomass Power Plant 
Project Megawatt Clean Energy, Inc. 

2.5 MW Rice Husk-Fired Biomass Power Plant 
Project Megawatt Clean Energy, Inc. 

Mindanao Hydropower 
Lake Mainit Agusan Power Corporation 

Puyo Hydroelectric Power Project First Gen Mindanao Hydropower Corporation 



 

 
 

 
 

Asiga Asiga Green Energy Corporation 

Manolo Fortich I Hedcor Bukidnon, Inc. 

Manolo Fortich 2 Hedcor Bukidnon, Inc. 

Solar 

Kibawe Solar Power Project Asiga Green Energy Corporation 

Digos Solar Power Project Phase I Enfinity Philippines Renewable Resources, Inc. 

Digos Solar Power Project Phase II Enfinity Philippines Renewable Resources, Inc. 

Biomass 

3 MW Biomass Cogeneration Facility Philippine Trade Center, Inc. 

15 MW LPC Biomass Power Plant Project Lamsan Power Corporation 

3.5 MW Biomass Cogeneration System Green Earth Enersource Corporation 

10MW Malay-balay Bio-energy Corporation 
Multi Feedstock Generating Facility Malaybalay Bio-energy Corporation 

23.5 MW EPC Woody Biomass Power Plant 
Project Eastern Petroleum Corporation 

12 MW Napier Grass-Fired Biomass Power Plant 
Project Manolo Fortich Biomass Energy Corporation 



 

Source: http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA/CountryBits/166#iiaInnerMenu 
 

ANNEX C: List of Philippine Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) 
 

 

 

No. Short title Parties Type of 
agreement Status Date of 

signature 

Date of 
entry into 

force 

1 Argentina - Philippines 
BIT (1999) 

Argentina; 
Philippines BIT In force 20/09/1999 01/01/2002 

2 Australia - Philippines 
BIT (1995) 

Australia; 
Philippines BIT In force 25/01/1995 08/12/1995 

3 Austria - Philippines BIT 
(2002) Austria; Philippines BIT In force 11/04/2002 01/12/2003 

4 Bangladesh - Philippines 
BIT (1997) 

Bangladesh; 
Philippines BIT In force 08/09/1997 01/08/1998 

5 

BLEU (Belgium-
Luxembourg Economic 
Union) - Philippines BIT 
(1998) 

BLEU (Belgium-
Luxembourg 
Economic Union); 
Philippines 

BIT In force 14/01/1998 19/12/2003 

6 Cambodia - Philippines 
BIT (2000) 

Cambodia; 
Philippines BIT Signed 16/08/2000   

7 Canada - Philippines BIT 
(1995) Canada; Philippines BIT In force 10/11/1995 01/11/1996 

8 Chile - Philippines BIT 
(1995) Chile; Philippines BIT In force 20/11/1995 06/08/1997 

9 China - Philippines BIT 
(1992) China; Philippines BIT In force 20/07/1992 08/09/1995 

10 Czech Republic - 
Philippines BIT (1995) 

Czech Republic; 
Philippines BIT In force 05/04/1995 04/04/1996 

11 Denmark - Philippines 
BIT (1997) 

Denmark; 
Philippines BIT In force 25/09/1997 19/04/1998 

Yellow Members of ECT 19 
Brown Observers 11 



 

Source: http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA/CountryBits/166#iiaInnerMenu 
 

12 Finland - Philippines BIT 
(1998) Finland; Philippines BIT In force 25/03/1998 16/04/1999 

13 France - Philippines BIT 
(1976) France; Philippines BIT Terminated 14/06/1976 01/07/1976 

14 France - Philippines BIT 
(1994) France; Philippines BIT In force 13/09/1994 13/06/1996 

15 Germany - Philippines 
BIT (1997) 

Germany; 
Philippines BIT In force 18/04/1997 01/02/2000 

16 India - Philippines BIT 
(2000) India; Philippines BIT In force 28/01/2000 29/01/2001 

17 Indonesia - Philippines 
BIT (2001) 

Indonesia; 
Philippines BIT Signed 12/11/2001   

18 Iran, Islamic Republic of 
-Philippines BIT (1995) 

Iran, Islamic 
Republic of; 
Philippines 

BIT Signed 08/10/1995   

19 Italy - Philippines BIT 
(1988) Italy; Philippines BIT In force 17/06/1988 04/11/1993 

20 Republic of Korea -  
Philippines BIT (1994) 

Republic of Korea 
of; Philippines BIT In force 07/04/1994 25/09/1996 

21 Kuwait - Philippines BIT 
(2000) Kuwait; Philippines BIT Signed 12/03/2000   

22 Mongolia - Philippines 
BIT (2000) 

Mongolia; 
Philippines BIT In force 01/09/2000 01/11/2001 

23 Myanmar - Philippines 
BIT (1998) 

Myanmar; 
Philippines BIT In force 17/02/1998 11/09/1998 

24 Netherlands - Philippines 
BIT (1985) 

Netherlands; 
Philippines BIT In force 27/02/1985 01/10/1987 

25 Pakistan - Philippines 
BIT (1999) Pakistan; Philippines BIT Signed 23/04/1999   

26 Philippines - Portugal 
BIT (2002) Philippines; Portugal BIT In force 08/11/2002 14/08/2003 

27 Philippines - Romania 
BIT (1994) 

Philippines; 
Romania BIT In force 18/05/1994 14/06/1998 

28 Philippines - Russian Philippines; Russian BIT In force 12/09/1997 29/10/1998 



 

Source: http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA/CountryBits/166#iiaInnerMenu 
 

Federation BIT (1997) Federation 

29 Philippines - Saudi 
Arabia BIT (1994) 

Philippines; Saudi 
Arabia BIT In force 17/10/1994 11/11/1996 

30 Philippines - Spain BIT 
(1993) Philippines; Spain BIT In force 19/10/1993 21/09/1994 

31 Philippines - Sweden 
BIT (1999) Philippines; Sweden BIT Signed 17/08/1999   

32 Philippines - Switzerland 
BIT (1997) 

Philippines; 
Switzerland BIT In force 31/03/1997 23/04/1999 

33 Philippines - Syrian Arab 
Republic BIT (2009) 

Philippines; Syrian 
Arab Republic BIT In force 25/11/2009 04/05/2010 

34 
Philippines - Taiwan 
Province of China BIT 
(1992) 

Philippines; Taiwan 
Province of China BIT In force 28/02/1992 28/02/1992 

35 Philippines - Thailand 
BIT (1995) 

Philippines; 
Thailand BIT In force 30/09/1995 06/09/1996 

36 Philippines - Turkey BIT 
(1999) Philippines; Turkey BIT In force 22/02/1999 17/02/2006 

37 Philippines - United 
Kingdom BIT (1980) 

Philippines; United 
Kingdom BIT In force 03/12/1980 02/01/1981 

38 Philippines - Viet Nam 
BIT (1992) 

Philippines; Viet 
Nam BIT In force 27/02/1992 29/01/1993 



 

 

ANNEX D: List of ECT Members with no BITs with Philippines 
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ANNEX E: List of Treaties with Investment Provisions 

No. Short title Parties Status Date of 
signature 

Date of entry into 
force 

1 ASEAN - India Investment 
Agreement (2014) ASEAN; India Signed 12/11/2014   

2 ASEAN - China Investment 
Agreement ASEAN; China In force 15/08/2009 01/01/2010 

3 ASEAN - Korea Investment 
Agreement ASEAN; Republic of Korea In force 02/06/2009 01/09/2009 

4 AANZFTA ASEAN; Australia; New 
Zealand In force 27/02/2009 01/01/2010 

5 ASEAN Investment 
Agreement ASEAN In force 26/02/2009 29/03/2012 

6 ASEAN - Japan FTA ASEAN; Japan Signed 14/04/2008   
7 Japan - Philippines EPA Japan; Philippines In force 09/09/2006 11/12/2008 

8 ASEAN - US TIFA ASEAN; United States of 
America In force 25/08/2006 25/08/2006 

9 ASEAN - Korea Framework 
Agreement ASEAN; Republic of Korea; In force 13/12/2005 01/07/2006 

10 ASEAN - India Framework 
Agreement ASEAN; India In force 07/03/2004 01/07/2004 

11 ASEAN - Japan Framework 
Agreement ASEAN; Japan In force 08/10/2003 08/10/2003 

12 ASEAN - China Framework 
Agreement ASEAN; China In force 04/11/2002 01/07/2003 

13 ASEAN Services ASEAN In force 15/12/1995 30/12/1998 

14 ASEAN - EU Cooperation 
Agreement ASEAN; EU In force 07/03/1980 01/10/1980 

15 RCEP 
ASEAN; Australia; China; 
India; Japan; Republic of 
Korea; New Zealand 

In 
negotiation     



 

Source: http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA/CountryOtherIias/166#iiaInnerMenu 
 

ANNEX F: List of Multilateral Treaties with Investment Provisions 

No. Short title Date of 
adoption 

Level 

1 Fifth Protocol to GATS 1997 Multilateral 
2 Fourth Protocol to GATS 1997 Multilateral 
3 TRIPS 1994 Multilateral 
4 TRIMS 1994 Multilateral 
5 GATS 1994 Multilateral 
6 MIGA Convention 1985 Multilateral 
7 ICSID Convention 1965 Multilateral 
8 New York Convention 1958 Multilateral 
9 UN Code of Conduct on Transnational Corporations 1983 Multilateral 
10 UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 2011 Multilateral 
11 ILO Tripartite Declaration on Multinational Enterprises 2006 Multilateral 
12 Doha Declaration 2001 Multilateral 
13 ILO Tripartite Declaration on Multinational Enterprises 2000 Multilateral 
14 ASEAN Protocol on Enhanced Dispute Settlement Mechanism 1996 Regional/Plurilateral 
15 Singapore Ministerial Declaration 1996 Multilateral 
16 Pacific Basin Investment Charter 1995 Non-governmental 
17 APEC Non-Binding Investment Principles 1994 Regional/Plurilateral 
18 World Bank Investment Guidelines 1992 Multilateral 
19 ILO Tripartite Declaration on Multinational Enterprises 1977 Multilateral 
20 New International Economic Order, UN Resolution 1974 Multilateral 
21 Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States 1974 Multilateral 
22 Permanent Sovereignty, UN Resolution 1962 Multilateral 



 

Source : UNCTAD, Country Fact Sheet, accessible at : 
http://unctad.org/sections/dite_dir/docs/wir2016/wir16_fs_ph_en.pdf 

ANNEX G: FDI Flows and Stocks Overview 

 



 

Source : UNCTAD, Country Fact Sheet, accessible at : 
http://unctad.org/sections/dite_dir/docs/wir2016/wir16_fs_ph_en.pdf 



 

Source : UNCTAD, Country Fact Sheet, accessible at :  
http://unctad.org/en/Pages/DIAE/FDI%20Statistics/FDI-Statistics-Bilateral.aspx 

ANNEX H: Philippine FDI Flows

 
 

 



 

Source : UNCTAD, Country Fact Sheet, accessible at :  
http://unctad.org/en/Pages/DIAE/FDI%20Statistics/FDI-Statistics-Bilateral.aspx 



 

Source : UNCTAD, Country Fact Sheet, accessible at :  
http://unctad.org/en/Pages/DIAE/FDI%20Statistics/FDI-Statistics-Bilateral.aspx 

ANNEX I: Philippine FDI Stocks 

 



 

Source : UNCTAD, Country Fact Sheet, accessible at :  
http://unctad.org/en/Pages/DIAE/FDI%20Statistics/FDI-Statistics-Bilateral.aspx 
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